GET IN TOUCH
Find out more about our Tech Scholars Program by contacting SYNEX’s Talent Partners at https://synnex.wd5.myworkdayjobs.com/synnexcorpcollegestudents for more information. We look forward to hearing from you.
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The candidate must be a student pursuing their degree in a technical field and working part time until they finish their degree.

They will need to apply what they are learning in school and through on-the-job mentorship in technologies such as cloud, security, data center, and networking to provide technical consultative services on products not supported by the existing Design Sales Engineering team. In addition to the primary support described, the Technical Scholars will also be involved in product demonstrations in our lab, as well as projects with personal mentors to be assigned to them across various technical categories.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

- 2.8+ cumulative GPA
- Strong problem-solving skills and enjoy offering technical support
- Successful in building relationships
- Demonstrate the ability to understand a vast array of technologies
- Well-versed in cyber security, networking, unified communications, client systems, cloud, and data center

REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE

As a Tech Scholar you will:

- Gain experience working for a multi billion dollar global Fortune 200 IT Distribution Company
- Work alongside the Presales Design Engineering team, gaining valuable experience and training in security, cloud, and networking technologies
- Collaborate on various technical design consultation projects
- Focus on developing and improving the experiences of resellers in need of technical assistance
- Build and develop valuable interpersonal skills as you work alongside customers needing technical assistance
- Think critically to develop an idea to improve the SYNNEX technical support process
- Receive competitive remuneration
- Typically work 20-25 hours/week

Successful completion of the Tech Scholar program, could result in full time opportunities at SYNNEX Corp.

DIVERSITY EQUITY & INCLUSION (DEI)

**Vision** - We’re fearless in our unity.

**Mission** - Every associate has an active role in creating an equitable and welcoming environment. In our culture: differences and similarities are equally valued and celebrated; Meaningful opportunities for growth are available to all associates; Every person is empowered to be their best self each day, and we champion an environment of belonging for all.

Unity is what drives us forward, is at the heart of our innovation and helps us be courageous and collaborative.

We are SYNNEXtraordinary. #UnityInMotion

SYNNEX PARTNERS WITH LEADING MANUFACTURERS

A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Consider SYNNEX as a future employer while pursuing your degree, expand your knowledge across various technologies, and gain real world experience in this program.